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<10%
population in Kristiansand are using 
collective public transporation NOW

Hub - Kvadraturen

Hub - Nodeland Hub - Tangvall
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We propose to create next to the 
local bus and train stations a place 
where daily commuters can wait 
for public transport in a comfort-
able environment, local residents 
can gather together to relax with 
a cup of coffee or tea, a space for 
co-working. We challenge the po-
tential users to think about their 
needs and how the social hub could 
improve their living place.

You find the use, we make space

NEW
KRISTIANSAND
CONNECTED

SMART
MOBILITY
APP

Current commute situation among three municipalities

Bike sharing facility
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Connected, within and beyond

In order to encourage the use of public transport in the new 
municipality we suggest to create  an electric bike-sharing 
service, for residents to easily ride from their homes to bus 
and train stations and for tourists to ride to the countryside 
or the seaside. Electric bikes make mobility accessible also 
for the elderly. One card allows users to access the e-bikes 
easily in the three centres.

Sharing is caring/biking 

A Smart Mobility App allows users to plan their trips by foot, 
bike, bus, train, flight, and to buy the tickets when needed. 
The app also shows meeting and cultural events taking place 
in the social transport hubs. Finally we propose a contest 
for users: avoid emissions, earn credit to be used in the So-
cial Transport Hubs, like to buy coffee, train or flight tickets!

Smart people, smart climate

Connection among the three municipalities is by highway, 
railway, and bikeway. Connections both with trains and bus-
es are lacking and people prefer to move with private car, 
which leads to traffic congestion in peak hours. Connection 
with outside the region is now possible through the local 
airport of Kristiansand, Kjevik with daily flights to other Nor-
wegian and European cities and trains to Oslo and Stavan-
ger. Although, the airport lacks of connection to city center 
by public transport. Therefore, we suggest to enhance the 
connection by increasing the frequency of trains and electirc 
buses, and planning a Bus Rapid Transit connecting the city 
centers with its designate line for peak hours.
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NEW KRISTIANSAND: MAKE MOBILITY COOL TOGETHER

COOL PLANNING IN NEW KRISTIANSAND


